Image transfer and back up
successfully completed

Open Adobe Bridge (Windows
Explorer or some other viewing
software) and undertake
second review of images,
deleting those which you do not
wish to keep.

Consider renaming all images within
the sub-folder to something that is
meaningful (Note; In Adobe Bridge
this is undertaken by the Batch
Renaming function)

300dpi is the optimum resolution of a printed
image. Use this for ALL your processed images
and save at this resolution. When it comes to the
final print, if you need to print larger this can be
reduced (creating a physically larger print) but do
not go below 240dpi

Go to Filter

> Sharpen >
Unsharp Mask, with RADIUS of
1.0, THRESHOLD of 0, adjust
AMOUNT to suit (Make sure you do
not get any Halo’s/Fringing in your
image.

JOB DONE!
Save finished
image in a
separate
“ARTWORK”
folder.

Now open Curves dialogue. Adjust 25%
position slight downwards (to darken) and
75% position slightly upwards (to lighten).
This process improves contrast and “adds
depth” to the image.

Check Image Size and make sure that
Resampling is Off and change image
Resolution to 300dpi

Duplicate the layer and turn off Background
Layer. This way your original is preserved.

Zoom into the image and check for any
unwanted digital noise. Correct if necessary,
if you have the means. (Note 1: The Filter/
Noise/Reduce Noise dialogue in Photoshop
can help but purpose-made, dedicated
software such as Noise Ninja, NIK Define or
Neatimage is better.
Note 2: noise will be more prevalent when
using low ISO setting and in low light)

Zoom into the image so that it
is at 100% (which shows you actual
pixel print size. This is vitally
important!)

Now look at the colour of the image.
Open Hue & Saturation and
adjust to suit.

Select an image that you
wish to process and
open in Photoshop/
Elements or other Image
Editing Software

Now

Dodge and Burn the

image.
Lighten (Dodge) or darken (Burn)
the image suit .

Now review Levels. Adjust if necessary to
make sure that the shadow and highlight
sliders (left and right respectively) are placed
where they meet the “curve”
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